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Can modern women succeed in the dance world, or does the rise of ballroom
herald a return to old-fashioned values? Marianka Swain investigates
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businesswoman, Jenni likes
being passive: “I enjoy just
concentrating on my frame and
getting my feet right, rather
than having to choreograph and
navigate. It might be subservient
to an extent, but it’s more about
trust than handing over control.”
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ynn Miller, who runs Miller
Dance Centre with her
husband Richard, advocates
communication: “Women
shouldn’t be put off ballroom
because of one couple they’ve
seen on TV or in a competition –
you can develop the partnership
that works for you. Richard tends
to take the lead more in our
relationship, particularly in running
the business, but it’s the other
way round for lots of couples.
Equally, you can be a strong
woman in your professional life
and follow in dancing; you don’t
have to compromise who you are.”
Yamanashi and Bulman note
strong women can be drawn
to the follower role as the ➤
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women must respect the man’s
leadership, “otherwise the
dance doesn’t work”, but this
doesn’t necessarily diminish
their power: “Both have strong
roles to play. The follower isn’t
less important because she
agrees to be led, nor is the
leader completely in charge. You
empower each other by accepting
the terms of a partnership.”
Lilia Kopylova, who has
experience as a competitor,
“Strictly Come Dancing”
professional, performer and
judge, believes mutual respect
is key: “It has to be 50/50
– you don’t want a one-way
conversation – and balanced
couples look better on the
floor, so I’ve always contributed
my own ideas and opinions.
However, some followers
prefer playing a more passive
role. It’s up to the individuals in
each partnership, just as every
relationship works differently.”
Despite being an independent
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espite the recent dance
renaissance, there is
a prevailing tendency
to criticise ballroom for its
obsolete gender roles. Such
roles might be the attraction for
some – being an uncomplicated
strong leader or enjoying the
escapism of being led – but
can be off-putting others. “If
you’ve spent a lifetime making
your own decisions, maybe not
having great trust in men, it’s the
hardest thing to suddenly be on
a dancefloor, having a guy say,
‘You can’t move until I tell you,’”
explains Jenni Kravitz, founder
of Simply Dance Partners.
Teacher and choreographer
Kele Baker adds: “I’m constantly
presented with 21st-century
career women who don’t want to
surrender control, so I emphasise
that ballroom is collaborative
– it’s an opportunity for both
parties to explore different roles,
on and off the dancefloor.”
However, such roles are
based on outmoded ideas,
argue California-based Allison
Yamanashi and Robert C
Bulman in their paper “The
Choreography of Gender”,
submitted to the American
Sociological Association in
January 2007: “The dances
require women to assume
elegant, passive and fragile
mannerisms [while] males provide
protection, leadership and
security. These expectations are
reflected in dance techniques,
with positions designed to
free men’s sword arm in order
that they may better protect
their female partner.”
Monika Molnar, founder
of DanceMyWay, believes

Above, Jenni Kravitz, founder of
Simply Dance Partners. Left,
Jenni dances with Carl Jansen \ 43

as they live and go to school
in different places, and slot
back together at weekends,
“which was really hard at first,”
admits Hanna. “But it means
I’m confident doing my steps on
my own, and then when I dance
with Luke, I get extra power and
support to dance them even
better.” Luke adds: “I have to be
aware of what Hanna’s doing,
so when I practise, I remember
how my leads fit with her steps
and match my style with hers.”
Ballroom has had to adapt to
survive, believes Luke’s mother,
Lynn: “It’s definitely modernised in
line with social changes. But there
are some aspects you can’t mess
with, or you lose the essence of it.”
In her 1991 article “The Elegant
Passion”, published in Journal
of Popular Culture, Sally Peters
argues that this essence is more
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more challenging of the two:
“The spins and flourishes may
be stereotypically feminine,
but they also allow them to
showcase physical strengths
and technical abilities.”
Kele believes the increasing
athleticism of ballroom has
altered the follower’s role: “When
dancing was more like elegant
walking, the man steered the
ship while the woman looked
gorgeous. Now, we have body
flight, travelling, powering through
the floor, gymnastic tricks and
impact, particularly among the top
couples, like Michael Malitowski
and Joanna Leunis. Followers
must be active, receptive to the
invitation to move and ready
to power their own bodies
dynamically, without actually
initiating or decision-making –
which is incredibly difficult!”
Current British Junior
champions Luke Miller and
Hanna Cresswell embody this
combination of independence
and cohesion. They train
separately during the week,
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Above, Junior Champions Luke
Miller and Hanna Cresswell.
Right, Richard and Lynn Miller
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problematic for modern women
than men, as ballroom “either
elevates or dominates women – it
rarely treats them as equals”.
She cites the paso doble as
an example of the latter, as
it “glorifies man vanquishing
woman”. Lilia believes you
have to accept the character of
each dance “and the way the
relationship between men and
women is portrayed. It’s just
acting”. However, Yamanashi
and Bulman observe women
who dance regularly “willingly
assume such characters day in,
day out”, thus there is a danger of
them spilling over into real life.
Kele agrees that can happen,
but stresses the positive effect
of a partnership: “I’ve seen
competitive, single-minded
men become more respectful
to women through realising
they need their partner to
succeed, and women realise
they don’t have to sacrifice
their femininity to be strong.”
However, Jenni was driven to
begin her service of providing
male dance partners after a
agonising experience as a
follower in a world where “women
outnumber men to an astonishing
degree. As long as that continues,
there’ll always be the potential
for women to feel humiliated,
having to fight for a leader or
standing like a wallflower. It also
means the few decent leaders
are treated like kings, taking
their pick – and many go for the
young, sexy option. It’s a meat
market, and it’s a degrading
experience for intelligent women.”
As the parent of a male
competitor, Lynn is aware that
she’s in a position of power:
“But I teach Luke to respect his

partners and not think he’s God’s
gift. It’s a shame many women
have to put up with all sorts
of nonsense in order to keep
their partner happy, knowing he
could replace her more easily
than she could replace him.”
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ress and publicity officer
for EADA, Rachelle
Stretch, agrees women feel
more vulnerable, “although it
can push them to work harder
and be tougher. Some women
are empowered by dancing,
finding the courage to move to
a different country at a young
age and learn a new language.”
Many female dancers go on to
become successful in other areas,
Kele observes: “like teaching,
judging or starting businesses
– for example, in London, we
have studios run by Karen Hardy,
Heather Gladding and Hadass
Armon and Melina Hamilton. In
the past, men would give lectures
with women assisting, but now,
it’s often the other way round.”
While Lilia enjoys sharing
lecturing duties with Darren,
some people are surprised by
this: “When we arrived at the
ISTD for my lecture, everyone
was asking Darren what it was
about; they didn’t expect me to
do it. Darren and I sometimes
have different opinions, so it’s
healthy that we both have a
voice. The follower’s point of
view should be represented
as well as the leader’s.”
Teacher and judge Ian de
Souza is pleased to see women
in positions of power on exam
boards and judging panels: “Their
experience and training is equally
valued.” However, Rachelle notes

Choreographer Kele Baker
teaches at Dance Al Fresco

“The dances require women to assume elegant, passive
and fragile mannerisms [while] males provide protection,
leadership and security. These expectations are reflected
in dance techniques, with positions designed to free men’s
sword arm in order that they may better protect their
female partner” – The Choreography of Gender
that, since the death of EADA’s
previous chair, Rita Thomas,
in 2004, no women head the
major ballroom organisations
in the UK, “although that could
be reflective of the workforce in
general, rather than a problem
specific to the ballroom world”.
One issue that is specific
to ballroom is image, with
Yamanashi and Bulman raising
concerns about “Dancing with
the Stars” costumes: “Male
celebrities wear debonair tuxedos
designed to convey economic
success and physical prowess,
while women wear delicate,
sexually alluring evening gowns
designed to convey physical
beauty and emotional fragility.”
Monika defends female
dancewear: “It’s natural for most

women – they want to wear the
best dress and look beautiful.
Plus it’s a performing art, so
the look is important. But it’s
a shame when judges place
appearance above technique
and performance, and it’s tough
on performers when they work
hard and aren’t rewarded.”
Lilia started competing at
a young age, so is used to the
sequins and skimpy outfits:
“Most of the time, you’re not
really wearing it for other people;
it makes you feel good about
yourself and you can incorporate
that into your performance.
It’s harder when you’re young
and don’t understand the
subjectivity – ‘Why did she get a
higher placing than me, when I
danced better?’ We should keep ➤
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children looking like children,
and not let image overpower
their passion for dance.”
an applauds the discipline,
exercise and respect that
children gain from ballroom, but
agrees judges must encourage
age-appropriate choreography
and dress: “If they do, teachers
will abide by it; it’s up to those
in authority to enforce the
rules so that young girls enjoy
being feminine and expressive
without looking cheap.”
Lynn uses her experience to
guide 13-year-old Hanna, who
is competing against girls two
years older than her: “I remember
arguing with my mum about
having to wear make-up and
hating that side of it, and Hanna
can be the same – we’re not
girly girls. But there’s no point
rebelling against it, or you won’t
do as well. Plus, when Hanna has
her nails and hair done, it makes
her feel special and gives her
more confidence on the floor.”
Hanna enjoys the glamour of
ballroom, “and all my friends are
really jealous. It’s part of acting
the dances, so it’s not really me
– it’s dressing up for adults!”
Women have it harder than
men financially when it comes to
image, observes Rachelle: “While
a really nice tailsuit might cost
£800, a custom-made dress can
be double that, and many women
try to get new dresses for major
competitions. Lots of dancers are
concerned with their appearance
off as well as on the floor, but
that’s the nature of being judged
– and it affects men as well.”
Kele believes men on “Strictly
Come Dancing” are sexualised
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Monika Molnar, founder
of DanceMyWay

“I remember arguing with my mum about having to wear
make-up and hating that side of it… But there’s no point
rebelling against it, or you won’t do as well” – Lynn Miller
as much, if more not more, than
women, with “bare chests and
muscles” commented on by the
judges. Lynn agrees boys don’t
escape the pressure: “Luke has to
think about tanning and clothes,
and he’s only 14, so he’s smaller
than most Junior boys, which
makes him aware of his body
image. Ultimately, dancing at the
top level is about creating beautiful
pictures, rather than individuals,
so you have to do whatever it
takes to achieve that.” Luke adds:
“You just have to embrace the
ballroom world, fake tan and all!”
However, Monika worries
conforming can lead to dancers
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becoming “ballroom robots,
concerned with look rather than
art and emotional connection.
Teachers are in a difficult position,
because you’re running a business,
so if people see glamour in
competition, that’s what they want.
But I encourage uniqueness in my
girls, as dance should bring out
your personality, not suppress it.”
Lynn agrees: “Dancing gave
me confidence, achievement, a
great social life, the opportunity
to travel, and the chance to
represent something bigger
than myself.” Dresses and
sequins aside, what 21st-century
woman wouldn’t want that? l

